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The Michel-Vanderborght-Award 
of the International Federation of Resistance Fighters (FIR)

On an impressive ceremony at  the second weekend of  July the International  Federation of 
Resistance Fighters (FIR) - Association of Anti-Fascists awarded the Michel Vanderborght Price 
in the ballroom of the Belgian Parliament in Brussels to eight personalities and initiatives. This  
prize, named after the Belgian Partisans and last president of the FIR, should honor those,  
which have been in accordance with the ideals of the anti-fascist resistance engaged for the 
preservation of historical memory, the social and political interests of the survivors and for the  
continuation of the anti-fascist legacy distinguished by special engagement against old and new 
Nazis.
At the opening of the ceremony spoke André Flahaut, President of the Belgian Parliament. He 
praised the merits of Michel Vanderborght and stressed how important today is the common 
democratic and anti-fascist resistance against extreme right and populist movements in various 
European countries. He stressed that the memory of the resistance was not only a historic task, 
but a responsibility to future generations to preserve the ideals of  democracy,  freedom and 
humanism.

After a short address by the President of the FIR Vilmos Hanti, who explained the intention of  
the  price  once  again,  the  awards  were  given  to  the  honorees.  It  was  a  Belgian  national 
institution that has made a special contribution to the teaching of history, a Bulgarian historian  
who has made against the political mainstream preserving the memory of the resistance to the 
task for many years, a German initiative, that organizes financial and moral support for former  
forced laborers, a Greek painter, expressing in his pictures the experience of the anti-fascist  
struggle, an Israeli partisan who campained especially for the memory of the Jewish fighters, an 
anti-fascist committed journalist from Italy and - as a political feature - the representatives of the 
13th Municipality of Budapest, oppose engaged the right mainstream of Fidesz and Jobbik in 
Hungary. In his acceptance speech, the mayor of the district underlined this recognition of the 
FIR as important to its actual political work.

By the Michel Vanderborght price of FIR these initiatives and volunteers were given thanks and 
appreciation of the international anti-fascist movement. In which tradition the organization and 
its award winners stands, documented the Institute of Vétérans and the FIR, presenting to the  
guests in the framework programm some exhibition boards of the first comprehensive exhibition 
about the anti-fascist resistance movement in Europe, which has been opened for the first time 
at the next day in the premises of the European Parliament.

Ulrich Schneider
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Winner of the Michel Vanderborght Price 2013 
Belgium: 
Marie-Louise Vanderborght-Veldemann
She is the widow of Michel Vanderborght. She 
supported him and they fought together for the 
common ideas and tasks. 
Institut des Vétérans 
Since 2006 FIR and the Institute are connected 
in common work-projects. Initiated by our former 
President  Michel  Vanderborght,  long  time  co-
chairman of the Institute, we prepared very suc-
cessful common activities for the tasks of FIR, f. 
e.  the  International  Youth-meeting  in  Buchen-
wald 2008, the “Train of 1000” to Auschwitz and 
the new exhibition “European resistance fight”.
Bulgaria: 
Prof. Velko Valkanov is a well-known scientist 
for political and historical subjects. His main sub-
ject  is  defending the  historical  truth  about  the 
anti-fascist  fight  in Bulgaria beginning with  the 
third-decade of the last century. 
Germany: 
KONTAKTY, Eberhard Radczuweit 
Since about 20 years Eberhard Radczuweit and 
the  initiative  KONTAKTE  support  on  financial, 
social  and  political  level  former  slave-workers 
and prisoners of war from the countries of the 
former Soviet-union. In 2012 the initiative spend 
more than 300.000 € as financial support. 

Greece: 
Giorgos Farsakidis  has been an active fighter 
of  the  resistance  movement  in  Greece.  He 
fought in the ranks of the ELAS against the fas-
cist occupation; he has been imprisoned in the 
camp Makronisos Dachau. He makes his histor-
ical experience to the subject of his pictures. 
Israel: 
Baruch Shub, long-time president of the Israeli 
“Organization of Partisans, Underground fighters 
and Ghetto rebels”, initiated, promoted and sup-
ported a memorial for Jewish resistance fighter, 
partisans and Jewish soldiers in the ranks of the 
Anti-Hitler-Coalition.
Italy: 
Filippo  Guiffrida, an  antifascist  journalist  and 
an activist of the Italian antifascist organization 
ANPI. He cooperated with the Institute des Vet-
erans and FIR by organization of the Italian del-
egation for the “Train of 1000” to Auschwitz.  
Hungary: 
13th district of Budapest and  its  political  rep-
resentatives give an good example what can be 
done in a political region to with-draw the right-
wing political mainstream. This district shows in 
different meanings a counter-signal against the 
political  right-wing  tendencies  and  the  district 
gave and still give support to MEASZ. 



XVI regular congress of FIR

Invited  by  the  Bulgarian  antifascist  Union  we 
have the possibility to held our next regular con-
gress of  FIR in  Sofia,  the town of  Georgii  Di-
mitrov. In the last weeks all member federations 
received the written  invitation  for  the  FIR-con-
gerss from October 5/6, 2013 in Sofia. Since the 
XV regular congress in Berlin we could experi-
ence a number of important developments of the 
political work. Activities like the ceremony for the 
60th anniversary, the international youth meeting 
in  Auschwitz,  the  ceremony  of  the  Michel-
Vanderborght-Award and the opening of the ex-
hibition  “European  resistance”  underlined  the 
importance of the work of FIR. The actual politic-
al  tendencies of right-wing development f.e.  in 
Hungary and the up-growing of  extreme right-
wing groups shows the necessity of a strong and 
authorized to act organization. 

Proposed agenda (October 5, 2013): 
Opening of the conference 
Political report of the president and the execut-
ive committee 
Discussion about the work of the past years and 
planning of new projects
Election of the leading committees 
Resolutions to political declaration and other re-
quests 

The  arrival should take place until  October 4, 
2013 in the evening. 
The conference begins on Saturday, October 5, 
2013 at 9.00 o'clock. 

In  Sunday, October 6, the Bulgarian comrades 
will organize a political guided tour with a com-
memoration for Georgii Dimitrov. 
The  departure of  the  delegates  is  possible 
Sunday, October 6 in the afternoon. 

The  conference  and  the  accommodation  take 
place  in  Park-Hotel  Moskva,  Boul.  Dragan 
Zankow,  Sofia  (opposite  to  the  Russian  em-
bassy). 
There we reserved sufficiently single and double 
rooms. The  single room costs per night 30 €, 
the double room 35 € (including breakfast). 
The travel expenses and the accommodation 
must be covered by the federations. 

Simultaneous translation will  be in English and 
Russian.  We try  to  organize  further  individual 
translations. Please send proposals of  political 
declarations or speeches asap to the address of 
the  Secretary-General  (dr.u.schneider@ar-
cor.de) or office@fir.at for translation. 

We ask all  member  federations to  name their 
delegates as soon as possible. Deadline for ap-
plications of  the delegated ones is  September 
15, 2013. 
Connected with that I remind the fact that in 
accordance with the statute and the financial 
order only those member federations on the 
congress  are  entitled  to  vote,  which  paid 
membership  dues  for  the  two  last  years 
(2012 and 2013).

Vilmos Hanti participated on the “HOPE” conference in Haidari, Greece

Vilmos Hanti, President of FIR and MEASZ took part on the conference held on May 18, 2013 in a 
martyred  Municipality  of  Haidari,  Greece.  This  was  the  culmination  of  the  so  called  “HOPE” 
project, (History of the Origins of the Past of Europe) with the support of the „Europe for citizens 
programme” of the European Union. 

The project  aimed to  commemorate victims of  Nazism at  national  and international  level  and 
included recording, commenting, further discussing and analysing, promoting and documenting of  
the real testimonies of veterans, members of resistance organizations, detainees who managed to 
survive, as well as of their descendants from martyred cities in Greece. 

There  were  international  guests  from Croatia,  Cyprus,  Czech  Republic,  France,  FYROM, 
Germany, Hungary, Slovenia, members of NGOs, international relevant federations, associations, 
unions  of  survivors,  educational  institutions,  academics,  journalists,  writers,  researchers  and 
representatives of culture and art. 
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FIR at the congress of CSBS in Prague 

Invited by the Association of Czech freedom fighter CSBS President FIR Vilmos Hanti took part on 
20 June 2013 as a guest  on the 20 th Congress of  the CSBS. The Congress drew a positive 
balance of work and decided to continue the work. In addition to talks on strengthening contacts of  
Czech comrades to FIR Vilmos Hanti also had the opportunity to meet with the President of the 
Czech Republic Milos Zeman, who is himself a member of the CSBS. In the center of the photo  
one can see Jaroslav Vodicka chairman of the Central Committee of the Association of Czech 
freedom fighter.

Common commemoration of February - strike in the Netherlands. 
Following the Executive Committee meeting in Amsterdam in February 2013, a delegation of the 
FIR attended the official commemorations of the February Strike. FIR President Vilmos Hanti and 
Vice President Piet Schouten laid down together with comrades of AFVN, the Dutch anti-fascist 
organization of the resistance fighters, a wreath reflected in honor of the heroic struggle of the 
anti-fascist strike ends in February 1941, most of which organizers were executed.

Foto: Piet Schouten



Exhibition "European resistance movement" in the European Parliament presented

8 July 2013 opened in the foyer of the European Parliament, the joint exhibition of the Institut des Vétérans 
and the International  Federation  of  Resistance  Fighters  (FIR)  -  Association  of  Anti-Fascists  about  the 
"European  resistance  movement  against  Nazism"  on  invitation  of  the  Vice-President  of  the  European 
Parliament Miguel Angel Martinez and in presence of numerous members of the European Parliament, of 
employees but also of guests from the international anti-fascist organizations. The exhibition includes 50 
panels for all European countries at that time were they have been involved in the fight against Nazism: 
Italy,  Spain,  Portugal,  Germany,  Austria,  Czechoslovakia,  Poland,  Norway,  Denmark,  Belgium, 
Netherlands,  Luxembourg,  France,  Great  Britain,  Soviet  Union,  Hungary,  Albania,  Yugoslavia,  Greece, 
Bulgaria and Romania.
The exhibition  lives  through impressive  images  and  reproduced  documents  that  underscore  the small 
explanatory texts. In the selection of illustrations, which have often been given by the national associations 
of resistance fighters and anti-fascists, such images were particularly chosen, they show men and women 
of the resistance movement, they were able to express national characteristics of the combat and general 
trends.  So you  can find  photos  of  the  Slovak National  Uprising,  the Copenhagen  general  strikes,  the 
Yugoslav partisan armies or the leaflet of the Communist Party of 1938 "Against the Jewish pogroms," one 
of the few examples of public protest against the anti-Semitic attacks in Germany. The exhibition of course 
does not exhaustive, but it shows that the resistance movement has taken place in all European countries 
in different shapes and taking into account national peculiarities. All texts are available in three languages 
(English, French, Dutch).
At the opening the importance of a consistent history work with a clear message of political recollection for 
today was underlined.  Thus,  the representative of  Parliament  thanked the initiators for  this  impressive 
example of the preservation of memory. He paid tribute to the heroism of former resistance fighters from 
different countries. Although he suggested in his welcoming also the bow on the need for vigilance against - 
as he calls it - "totalitarian" threats today, but avoided to address themselves the actual development of the 
right-wing in various European countries in no uncertain terms. 
Michel Jaupart, head of the Institut des Vétérans, emphasized in his words the substantive concerns of the 
exhibition,  to pass on the historical  experiences to future generations with the images and documents 
shown here. He thanked for the possibility for cooperation with the various historical institutions and the 
member associations  of  the FIR who had taken care of  with images and content  contributions for  the 
realization of the exhibition. This common work had produced such a remarkable result. 
The Secretary-General of the FIR underlined in his speech that the community of the anti-fascist struggle of 
the anti-Hitler coalition was the basis for the emergence of the idea of  a new peaceful Europe after the 
liberation from fascism and war. It deduced from the current requirement for the political leaders and all the 
anti-fascist forces to be vigilant and combative against extreme right-wing and populist tendencies in the 
various European countries. From the memory of the resistance at that time, the responsibility for an anti-
fascist activities derives from it today. 



Introduction of the exhibition

Arthur Landmesser was a worker at the naval dockyard in Hamburg. On June 13 1936, at the 
launch of a vessel built by Blohm & Voss, he refused – he, alone – to make the Nazi salute in the 
middle of the crowd which had gathered.
This is how the Resistance was born, of indignation and rejection, rejection of totalitarian regimes, 
fascism and its more “developed” historical version, Nazism, which arose in the period between 
the two World Wars. From 1920 onwards, tension began to mount throughout the continent. Ex-
tremist philosophies emerged everywhere and struck hard at democracy. And on all sides, men 
and women rose up in its defence. 
In those countries where fascism seized power (Italy, Germany, Portugal, Spain, Bulgaria, Slov-
akia, Romania, etc.) the home-grown Resistance battled with the regime, driven by a strong ele-
ment of ideology. And in those countries where fascism was imposed by war and military occupa-
tion, the Resistance, initially ideological, espoused the cause of patriotism and became a real  
army in the shadows, with its own military goals, soldiers and its own style of action.
It is the story of these men and women which is told in this exhibition, the story of those who rose 
up, before, during and after the Second World War, to eradicate fascism in all its forms. 
And it  is in their honour that the Institute of Veterans – the National Institute of  War Invalids, 
Former Combatants and Victims of War – has opened this exhibition at the European Parliament, 
the symbol of European Democracy, so that the values of freedom and human rights defended by 
the Resistance fighters in their battle remain engraved for ever in European consciousness.
Michel Jaupart, CEO of the Belgian National Institute of Veterans and Victims of War 

Sixty-eight years after a great victory over Fascism we cannot lean back into our armchairs; every 
good-hearted person should stand up even nowadays against Neo-fascism. We cannot afford to  
let Fascism strengthen itself again through the ever growing racism, anti-Semitism and every form 
of hate against minorities. We should not allow the neo-Nazi mentality to choke democracies, nor  
let their organizations obtain a role in the national governments and in the European Parliament.  
Fascism is  not  an opinion but  a crime against  mankind.  We should not  tolerate the insidious 
spread of Fascism in our everyday life.  My humanist friends! Let us work together for a more 
peaceful future and continue the Resistance fight of our great predecessors!
Vilmos Hanti, President of the International Federation of Resistance Fighters – FIR

What is Resistance ? 

1. “The” resistance did not exist
Anti-fascist resistance came in quite different forms in the various countries of Europe. First of all,  
it was a matter of whether influential fascist movements existed within a specific country, as in 
Germany, Italy, France, Hungary or Spain. Or whether Nazi power only came into the country dur -
ing military occupation by German or Italian troops. 

2. There were many reasons for resistance
The numbers joining the resistance also depended on the specific national characteristics of the 
country concerned. Anti-fascists reacted to respective measures of fascist rule. In Germany, Italy 
and Bulgaria, people first fought against restrictions on all rights of freedom and for safeguarding  
social and political standards previously secured. In neighbouring countries, the resistance stood 
up for the persecuted, supporting German and Italian refugees and anti-fascists. Fascist organisa-
tions striving for power in other countries were fought by political means. 
With the beginning of the German war of aggression, the political nature of resistance changed. It  
was then no longer merely a case of displaying solidarity with persecuted foreigners, anti-fascists  
or those discriminated against on the basis of race; it became a matter of rights of freedom and 
personal integrity of each individual citizen as well as independence of one’s own country. 

3. Practising solidarity was an important form of resistance
Anti-fascist resistance was not only displayed in the fight against Nazism or in political work. Help-
ing the persecuted and marginalised was a particularly important form of resistance. In this way,  
the resistance obstructed the objectives of Nazi rule. 



When Jewish people were helped to flee or an entire village kept quiet about the existence of illeg -
al residents, when the planned murder of disabled people was made public, when practical solid -
arity was shown to family members of persecuted people by giving them food and other assist -
ance, when political prisoners in the concentration camps took particular care of the weakest in-
mates, children and young people to ensure their survival, that solidarity was an expression of res-
istance.    

4. Political and religious divisions were overcome in the resistance
To fight against Nazi occupation – though not only that – new and politically very broad coalitions 
emerged against this common threat. Socialists and conservatives and even atheists and Christi-
an circles came together against the common foe. Old rivalries and grudges between political and 
social groups receded significantly against the background of the common threat. It was also ne-
cessary, however, to overcome old dogmatism and exclusions. This enabled alliances and cooper-
ation groups to emerge in the common interest of people and nation. This unity of the anti-fascists 
first came about, in part, in prisons, concentration camps and illegality.

5. The resistance was a matter for men and women
Each country has known many women in the ranks of "his" resistance. Even if they were present 
in greater proportion in groups ideologically more to the left like the Soviet Partisans or the Greek 
and Yugoslav communists, they are also found in escape networks in Belgium or France as well 
as in the underground press, in the intelligence in Italy and Denmark and in the political struggle in 
Spain or Germany. In addition, they have exercised all forms of resistance like their male counter-
parts and many of them fell under the bullets of fascists or Nazi platoons.

6. Resistance was internationalist
Nazism represented a threat to the freedom of all peoples. This required joint action beyond na-
tional borders. Help and assistance given to anti-fascists in exile, the battle of the International Bri-
gades in Spain and cooperation among the ranks of partisans are all visible signs of the form in 
which this internationalism became reality in the resistance struggle. This internationalism also 
proved itself  to be in support of those discriminated against as outcasts of the “national com-
munity” defined in racist terms, as “aliens” or “enemies of the people”. By this action, people of dif -
ferent social strata displayed antifascist solidarity. 
This internationalism proved its vitality even in fascist concentration camps, as shown by the exist-
ence of illegal Internal Camp Committees, e.g. in Buchenwald.

7. Offering resistance required an individual decision
Resistance was not put up by anonymous groups. Each individual had to have the courage and 
conviction him/herself to take a stand with specific, concrete actions: producing and distributing 
pamphlets, conspiring with others to produce newspapers, visibly placing antifascist slogans, ex-
ploiting all legal avenues of taking a public stance against the occupying power, helping those per-
secuted on political or racist grounds and – as the  most extreme form of the resistance struggle – 
taking up arms against the fascist threat as a partisan or in the ranks of the allied forces. 
The struggle by partisans was aimed directly against the military objectives of German fascism 
and each action undertaken by the partisans contributed towards restricting the military possibilit-
ies of the fascist “Wehrmacht”. The partisan struggle hindered supplies and tied up military units,  
which were then absent from other sections of the front. Even without visible military successes, it  
diminished the effectiveness of the fascist armed forces.

8. The resistance had a vision of the future
Anti-fascist resistance was associated with the social conflicts of its time. It was not solely a fight 
against occupation or Nazi terror; it was also a struggle for safeguarding rights of freedom, as well  
as for social achievements. This perception was formulated by the survivors of the Buchenwald 
concentration camp in April 1945 in the motto “Creating a New World of Peace and Freedom”. 
We find a realisation of this motto in the “General Declaration of Human Rights” by the United Na-
tions dated 10 December 1948. 

Dr Ulrich Schneider Secretary – General of the International Federation of Resistance Fighters (FIR)
Jean Cardoen Director “Remenbrance” of the Belgian National Institute of Veterans and Victims of War 



left to right: Michel Jaupart at the opening         the ceremony the parliament                Vilmos Hanti and Jean Cardoen

Rewriting history?
Interview with Ulrich Schneider in the newspaper “Neues Deutschland“ March 8, 2013

According to a recently published study,  commissioned by the Holocaust Memorial  Museum in 
Washington, there were at least 42 500 Nazi camp. Are you surprised by this number?
Schneider: No. The question is how to define camp, what criteria are used, what kind of camps are 
mentioned. The number increases extremely if, for example, all places of work of a Stalag, where 
prisoners of  war  and forced laborers were  used,  added them, instead of  only the Stalag and 
marking his three or four large external commands. Or if we include all camps of slave workers. 
We have only in Kassel 135 places where forced laborers were regularly in larger and smaller 
groups employed.
The International Federation of Resistance Fighters published two years ago, even a European map 
with  the  locations  of  concentration  camps,  forced  labor  and  prison  camps,  which  already 
experienced the third edition. Central and Eastern Europe appear here because of the many camps 
nearly like a black spot.
We have on this card that was submitted in cooperation with the Institut des Vétérans, named 
2400 towns and villages, in which there were several camps. To show it at the example of Kassel:  
There were also at least two external commands of the Buchenwald concentration camp. There 
was bearing similar facilities that exist not even half a year. If you will list all these places, which is 
very difficult, of course, the number continues to increase.
The Yad Vashem criticized the Washington study does not distinguish between ghettos and camps. 
Do you have a problem with it?
No. Of course there are differences between ghettos and extermination camps, but not about the 
fact that here people for racial discrimination and also partly for economic reasons have been 
tortured and put to death.
Now, one call it, it is proved that every German knew what was done to other peoples in the "name 
of the German people."
This is a helpless statement. Because the truth has been known long time. The Germans of 1945, 
after the liberation from fascism and war, were much more afraid of the vengeance of the former 
prisoners and forced laborers as against the Allies. This fear arose from the knowledge of what 
happened in the camps in their area.
Must, as was also already heard, now the story of the Holocaust be rewritten?
Definitely not. You mentioned our map of camps and prisons - incidentally available for twelve  
euros at VVN and FIR. We presented together with the Institut des Vétérans at an international 
press conference. Many newspapers reported abroad, in Germany only three. The study from 
Washington found in almost all German media space on page 1 or on page 2. It's not about to  
rewrite the history of the Holocaust, but it should be achieved, that the crimes under the swastika  
in public perceived and taken seriously, not forgotten. And if this is possible by such a study, it's  
okay. It can be an opportunity to further engagement against old and new fascism. 

Questions: Karlen Vesper



News from member federations

PEAEA: Call to FIR to protest against European Union’s Anti – communism
These days we witness a coordinated sequence of political activities by countries that belong to 
the European Union (EU), to apply laws to implement the EU directive which equalizes fascism 
with Communism, Hitler with Stalin, and name the Socialism that mankind witnessed as a totalit -
arian regime. A vast operation of rewriting history of Resistance of the Peoples - especially of  
Europe - against the fascist plague during W.W. II, is in progress. Also, we witness an attempt to  
counterfeit the history of W.W. II and to minimize the vast contribution of the USSR and the Red 
Army of the Soviet Union to the Antifascist Victory of the Peoples.
Following these directions, the EU defined the 23rd August as a ‘commemoration day for the vic-
tims of the totalitarian regimes’, and thereupon they forbid even the reference to words related to 
the communist past.
Recently we had the example of Hungary, where a law enforced the local Communist Party to 
change their name. Also, they change the names of roads, squares and everything that reminds of 
the socialist building and the resistance to fascism and Nazism. 
In Hungary the reactionaries tried to change the name of the historical village of ‘Beloyiannisz’  
(named after the execution of a Greek hero of the Communist movement in 1952), an action that 
forced PEAEA – DSE,  our  organisation,  to  intervene with  90 comrades who went  there from 
Greece and organised a commemoration event with the participation of residents of the village, 
too. During this commemoration event – as you know – the FIR President, also was there, who re-
inforced our efforts.
In the Baltic countries, a series of pro – Nazi governments have occurred, and, while the monu-
ments of the liberator heroes of the Red Army are destroyed, monuments to honour the nazi SS 
were and still are built.
At the same time, while the activity of Communist Parties is prohibited, the neonazi, formed in 
political parties in many countries are receiving support. The same situation applies to Greece, 
where we have the neonazi – neofascist party of ‘Golden Dawn’ (Chrisi Avgi). The target of all  
these actions promoted by the EU and the ruling classes in  these countries is,  by using the  
neonazi as the ‘sharp end of the spear’, to hit the peoples’ movements, which react against the 
barbaric policies against the peoples’ interests,  implemented by the  monopolies.  

We strongly believe that FIR, as an antifascist – resistance organisation, must condemn all these  
actions that show the hypocrisy of the ruling classes. To make their plans public, to uncover them, 
and to call every resistance fighter, their descendants and the working class to fight for the over-
turn of these policies. 

Historical revisionism in Latvia
Latvian antifascists warn the public of another planned act of historical revisionism in the Baltic  
republic. The deputies of the Latvian Parliament and former Minister of Justice Gaidis Berzins 
compare communism with Nazism and consider it necessary,  to prohibit  the public wearing of 
Soviet Orders and Medals of the Great Patriotic War (1941-1945).

According to him, it is necessary to conduct a discussion about the need to ban the public wearing 
of Soviet orders and medals by war veterans. "You could just as well have asked whether the  
wearing of Nazi Germany government awards should be allowed," added Berzins. The Latvian  
Sejm (parliament) had already approved on first reading a bill that bans the use of Nazi symbols,  
but also of Soviet symbols.

Berzins is a member of the extreme right party "All for Latvia" ("Visu Latvijai"), a member of the 
Latvian government coalition. The MPs of that party support the former Waffen SS legionnaires 
and participate annually on 16 March in the parades of veterans in Riga, united in this year nearly 
1,500  extreme  right.  Also  in  Vilnius  (Lithuania)  showed  in  March  2013  about  3,000  far-right 
activists at a demonstration, which was held in the middle of the city despite the ban, sympathy 
with the SS criminals. 



Carinthia: commemorating the murdered Slovene partisans
On  Sunday,  April  7  2013,  a  memorial  march  was  held  to  the  cemetery  Eisenkappel.  The 
Association of Carinthian partisans and friends of the anti-fascist resistance commemorated with 
this action of the fallen fighters against fascism and victims of Nazi violence.
They recalled all  those who had fought  and lost their  lives in the fight  against  these criminal  
elements,  who had to  suffer  in  prisons, concentration camps and in  exile,  the torture of  Nazi 
criminals and camps as Peršmanove, Hojnikove, Micejeve, Rocicjakove and many others, who 
were murdered, and those who were sentenced to death and beheaded. They gathered at the 
monument on which the names of 183 heroes and heroines who have given their lives in the fight 
for peace and freedom, for harmonious coexistence and mutual respect, recorded.

VVN BdA organizes internet content for the year 1933
With the project "www.dasjahr1933.de" the VVN - BdA presents materials, texts and documents 
ready to give answers along a time-line of the years 1932/33 to questions about the history and  
establishment of  the fascist  regime in Germany.  This  is  necessary because even after  eighty  
years, the historical date of January 30, 1933, is a socio-political controversial subject. When in 
1996 the Federal Republic of Germany named January 27 as a national day of remembrance, our  
organization urged to prove the seriousness of this new commemoration date:
"Who remembers the January 27, 1945, must also thinks for themselves the January 30, 1933. 
Causes and origins of fascism are necessary components of any work of memory. ... The memory 
of  the victims must  be connected to  the memory of  who the perpetrators were.  This  means:  
Naming the guilty and the beneficiaries in the establishment of Nazi regime in Germany and at the 
outbreak of the war". 

Netherlands: AFVN letter to the Russian war veterans association
The Chairman of the Russian Committee of the Veterans of war and military service, 
General M. Moiseev, deputy Gosduma Federal Assembly
On  behalf  of  the  leadership  of  the  Anti-Fascist  Union  of  former  resistance  fighters  in  the 
Netherlands (AFVN /  BVA) and as  Vice  President  of  the  FIR,  the  International  Federation  of  
Resistance Fighters in Europe, I thank you for your support at the commemoration of the famous 
dock workers' strike in Amsterdam in 1941, before 72 years. The strike of the workers was of great  
importance for the Dutch resistance and a national symbol of the fight against the Nazi occupation  
and terror against our people.
On this occasion we would like to draw your special attention to the efforts of the well-known writer 
Mr. Remco Reiding, which - thanks to his efforts and his many years of investigation - more than 
800 families and other members of Soviet soldiers who died in the Netherlands, has been found,  
whose graves are in Amersfoort concentration camps and other places. In the town Leusden near 
by  Amersfoort  you  can  find  the  honor-field  with  the  graves  of  heroic  soldiers  and  a  site  of 
commemoration in this place. At the good preserved cemetery the Governor of the Leningrad 
district proved his honor to the victims in the presence of delegates of the Dutch military command 
structure and our union. On Friday, March 22 followed another delegation in honor of the victims in 
the Russian cemetery in Leusden with the mayor of Belgorod, Sergei Bozjenov.
Together with our friends and comrades of the Russian Federation, the veterans and the military,  
and with all the global forces that are fighting for peace and justice, we will continue to fight for 
peace and against fascism in the world! 

Support the political work of the International Federation of Resistance (FIR) - Asso-
ciation of Antifascist!

The political work of international anti-fascist organization requires large resources.
Since civil society organizations do not have national or institutional grants, the organization depends on 
contributions and donations.

Bankaccount: Postbank Berlin BLZ 100 100 10 , Kontonummer 543 054 107, Kontoinhaber: FIR 
Donations from foreign countries only with IBAN DE 04 1001 0010 0543 0541 07 SWIFT-BIC: PBNKDEFF



Mauthausen Memorial redesigned
In  Austria's  largest  memorial  to  the  former  concentration  camp  at  Mauthausen,  two  new 
permanent exhibitions and a new memorial  hall was opened in May 2013. These are the first 
results of the redesign of the memorial, which is expected by 2018. You have a "big responsibility 
and commitment" as the generation that must take on the task of the survivors, to remember the 
atrocities emphasized Interior Minister Johanna Mikl-Leitner (ÖVP) in a background briefing. The 
reopening it had deliberately set to May 5, the anniversary of the liberation of the concentration  
camp.  One  set  a  "milestone"  for  the  study  of  history.  Mauthausen  is  today  a  place  of  
remembrance,  memorial,  cemetery  and  museum.  Development  was  necessary  "to  meet  the 
demands of the times," said Mikl-Leitner. Since 2008, experts are busy with the new features.
The former infirmary and present museum building has been completely renovated - in a way that 
the original structure was visible again, as Barbara Glück, head of the project explained. More  
than 100 original objects are organized to introduce the history of the camp, also witnesses come 
to speak in about 30 video and audio interviews. This is about sharing the experience. These  
interviews will also be present even if no more survivors are alive. 

No commemoration for soldiers of the “Wehrmacht” at „Duitse graven“
Compared  with  German  standards,  the  protest 
against the planned commemoration of the German 
graves  of  "Nazi  soldiers"  in  Vorden  found  an 
extremely  broad  resonance  in  the  Dutch  media. 
Newspapers of all political perspectives, radio and 
television  stations  picked  up  on  the  announced 
protest. The municipality Bronckhorst-Vorden had to 
cancel  its  "reconciliation"  at  the  graves  of  the 
occupants.

The  "Handelsblad",  roughly  equivalent  to  the 
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, points overlooking 
the planned protest  activities pointed even on the 
"German  Communist  Party".  Also  are  called 
"Federatief Joods Nederland (FJN) and the" Comité 
National de 4 5 Mei ". 

Instead,  there  were  in  Vorden  three  anti-fascist 
events: At the restaurant "De Countess van Vorden" 
met Dutch and German Nazi opponents, including 
members  of  the  committee  "Oorlog  is  geen 
oplossing"  (War  is  no  the  solution)  as  well  as 
numerous Communists from both countries for an 
exchange of views on the current activities of Nazis 
in  both  countries,  but  also  about  the  historical 
revision,  to  modify  Nazis  in  history  and  in  the 
present.  Also  the  effort  was  counted  to  be 
reconciled  with  the  soldiers  involved  in  the  fatal 
attack of German troops against the Netherlands.

A  practical  conclusion:  Dutch  and  German  Anti-
Fascists meet on Saturday 11th May 15 clock at the 
cemetery  of  the  concentration  camp  Esterwegen 
due  to  the  highway  401  near  the  Documentation 
and Information Centre (DIZ). Thus, a commitment 
should  be  continued,  to  be  remembered  cross-
border to the liberation from the Nazi terror.

After the consultation, there was a "silent moving" to 
Verzetsplein  (place  of  resistance).  At  various 
houses,  the  Dutch  flag  was  flown  at  half  mast. 
Flowers were laid at  the monument.  The German 

side  thanked  for  the  invitation  and  stressed  the 
importance of mutual support and solidarity. It is not 
sufficient to prevent the perpetrators of the past in 
the present are stylized to victims. Greater attention 
from anti-fascists was necessary, especially as the 
domestic  intelligence  service  “Verfassungsschutz” 
had  targeted  slept  again,  as  it  was  necessary  to 
prevent murders by neo-Nazis or at least uncover.

Piet  Schouten,  Vice  President  of  the  International 
Federation  of  Résistants  (FIR)  and  AFVN-BvA, 
clarified  that  it  was  a  great  success,  to  have 
prevented the memory of the Nazi graves. But as it 
is  a  widespread  ambivalence  towards  such  are 
"honors", further activities are necessary. The one-
time cancellation is no guarantee for the future. Hein 
van  Kasbergen  (NCPN)  complained  that  the 
memory  of  all  citizens  and  soldiers  of  the 
Netherlands, who were killed by the attack of Nazi 
Germany,  a memorial-day was made in which the 
dead of  all  subsequent  military  conflicts  would  be 
included. That means an impermissible qualification 
of the victims of the Nazi regime.

The national Dodenherdenking ended in Vorden as 
well  as  in  Amsterdam  and  other  cities  with  two 
minutes of silence by 20 clock.



Miklós Szigetvári (Hungary) 90 Years
The last  surviving  delegate to  the founding congress of  the FIR in  June 1951 in  Vienna,  the 
Hungarian anti-fascists Miklós Szigetvári, celebrated on 18 April in Budapest its 90th Birthday.
He was a political  opponent of  the Horthy -  regime and has been arrested at age of 16 and  
imprisoned from 1939 to 1944. After the liberation of his country from fascism and war, he was  
active for the anti-fascist renewing and worked with the police.
He was also co-founder of the Association of Hungarian partisans. As the founding congress of 
the international FIR was convened in Vienna in June, 1951, he was with his 28 years one of the  
youngest delegates. The experience of this congress marked him permanently in his attitude to 
the  anti-fascist  legacy.  Until  today,  Miklós  Szigetvári  is  an  active  member  of  the  Hungarian 
Association  MEASZ.  In  recognition  of  his  services  and  the  fact  that  he  is  the  last  surviving 
founding member of the international association, he was made an “honorary member” of the FIR. 

We commemorate the 100th birthday of FIR - Secretary Wolfgang Bergold 
(* 19 April 1913 in Dresden; † 14 August 1987 in Berlin)

Hundred years ago, the German Communist and anti-fascists, who worked many years for the 
FIR, was born in Dresden. Since 1930 he was a member of the KJVD, 1930 co-founder of the  
Socialist Students Federation and since 1932 a member of the Free Socialist Student Union. 
Between  1933  and  1945,  he  was  arrested  several  times,  from  April  1933  to  July  1934  in  
Hohenstein  concentration  camp.  After  his  release,  he  continued  his  resistance.  Bergold  was 
arrested again in December 1934, and sentenced in November 1935 to one year in prison on 
charges of "conspiracy to commit high treason". 1935/36, he was imprisoned in a concentration 
camp in Dresden and Sachsenburg. After his release, he was part  of  the resistance group in  
Dresden with Karl Stein and Herbert Bochow. In April 1941 Bergold was arrested again in Dresden 
and convicted in March 1942 of "People's Court" to ten years in prison, he - with the exception of  
his time in the penal battalion 999 (July-September 1943) - spent 1945 in Waldheim.
In the GDR, he took numerous social functions including Ambassador of the GDR in Hanoi. From 
1969 he was secretary of the Central Committee of the Committee of the Anti-Fascist resistance 
fighters of the GDR and worked from 1970 to 1982 as secretary of the FIR in Vienna. From 1982 
he was chairman of the Audit Commission in the leadership of FIR in Vienna. His grave is on the 
field of honor in Berlin-Friedrichshain, where there is also the burial place for the long-term FIR  
secretary Georg Spielmann.

We commemorate our deceased comrades 
Hanna Podymachina (* 26.2.1924 in Berlin, † 17.04.2013, in Berlin) 
Hanna Podymachina, born Amber (her pseudonym in emigration was Bauer), fought in the ranks  
of the 3rd Ukrainian Front as a lieutenant in the fall of 1942 prior to the encirclement of Paulus  
troops at Stalingrad and as a lieutenant from the summer of 1943 until April 1945 at the liberation  
of Vienna. Her taskes included the writing of leaflets, interpreting during interrogation of defectors  
or prisoners and acting as spokesman of broadcasts for the enemy troops on the front lines of a 
sound truck in the summer of 1943 from a two-seater biplane with speaker system, with which 
they were circling at night over enemy territory. For use in aircraft, she was awarded the Medal of  
Honor at the front.
As a member of the Soviet Military Administration in Germany, she worked from 1945 to 1949 
under Colonel Tulpanov in the transformation and democratization of their homeland. 
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